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The jwrpow of thie thesis 1* to detenaine, V oocputation.
the accuracy limitations of aetregoa photography for us* in stereo
plotting iastruoents suoh as the Wild Autograph A7* This win bs
4mm by analysing the arror curves of lenses for which data san bo
obtained. These data will then be oeapared to a standard netrogea
oorreotion plate curve , as verified by observation , to determine
residual errors. Then error curves within the stereo model will
be constructed for £ and Z coordinates ana a /-parallax curve
determined. Krror curves frotu observation of an actual set of
metro&on photographs will then be constructed and ooapered with
the eoaputed curves*
,
OSKSSAL DISOUSSKSI OF JtSrtQOGI aCCtTCACT
In order to discuss the accuracy of netrogon photography,
Minna lottors were writ ton to goversMsutal agencies and aetrogsn
roooivod with any usable information was from tho national Bureau
of Standards, eneleeing data on all (25) aetrogcn lanaoe tested
during flaoal year 1929*
The distortion values, which were token from the original
data, aro tabulated in microns, normally tha Bureau reports dio*
tortion values to tho nearest - 0.02 us* Thoso ionaoa were tested,
at their aaxiamn aperture, f/6*3* and tho aeaeureisents wars made
with a collimated lnoidsnt light using a X~3 filter, a tungsten
source and laataaa Kodak speotroeeoplo emulsion type V-F* Davel-
tpsant was dons in 3-19 at 6B°F for three sdnutos with continuous
agitation. Tables I, II, and XII are tha tables of data provided
by the National Buraan of Standards*
Ths data in Tablea IX and XXX are based on angular dis-
placement from the principal point* This data was converted to
radial distances in Table XT in order to provide a basis of ©ca-
parison with the correction plate* The data of Tables XXX and X?
ware than used to construct tha distortion curves of the best,
average* and woret lenses, in Figaree 5 through 8* These curves




Iposition. The ftbMiiM indicates radial distance of the distortion
free position fron the photo center. 4 positive distortion value
indicates a displacement away fro» center*
There has been considerable disouseion concerning the eetab-
lishoent of a standardised calibrated focal length for wetregon
lenses. Insofar as could be determined, there has seen no fcrtsal-
ised decision on this natter. It is apparent fron the reconstructed
carves of the 25 lenses that the National Bureau of Standards has
adopted the calibrated focal length to produce sero distortion at
the 42&° circle* as all curves plot oat through this point*
Table V is a table of lens distortions* based on radial
distance in ass, taken frea the reconstructed curves of distortion
of the lenses. Figure 9 1« the distortion compensation curve of
the correction plate aanufaotured by Wild. The offset abscissa
chosen for construction of the plates was used in order to reduce
the thickness of glass. The shifted abscissa requires that the
calibrated focal length of oetrogon plates used with the correction
plates wist be increased by O.Ooo on. However the values* taken in
reference to the original abscissa* can be used for eenpsrison with
curves of lenses whose calibrated focal length is set for sero dis-
tortion at 42|e «
After a ooaparisen of the correction plate curve with the
curves of distortion of the lenses* the amount of distortion which
the correction plates would leave uncompensated was tabulated in
Table VI. It is realised that 25 lenses Is a snail sampling of
the nusfeer which has been manufactured. However* this is the entire

4submitted to the Satioaal Boron® If Standards, for testing.
a on© /mt period* regardless of ssoaufaeturer or souroo. *lth
this in faind, it is interesting to note that only |M lenses (W
haw distorttea eurws oufficisntlj alose to tho oerreetion plate
ourw, ehioh is apparently a fairly widely accepted standard
to provid© uncoajpaneated errors lass than *1G cdorens, thirteen
(63$) would haw IIHBttOJli^tai error* lose than £20 sdcroas,
(85C5 of tho lenses would haw uncompensated errors In oxoaaa of
mmmmm'
In order to determine tho offoot tha above orroro would
haw en a etoroo aodol f an assoned elevation of 4»OO0 meters
terrain was chosen and elevation errors were computed uoiag tho
basics rollof displaoeaent relationship, d • rh for computing aa
elewtion discrepancy which would result frois tho
la Table VI* thio approximation ia undoubtedly aeeurate
for tho nuafeer of significant digits used* Thaoo values,
tabulated in Table fix, would not aeeessarUy bo tho errore asas*
urod ia a stereo aodol# aa they would depend on tha ralatiw ori-
eatatieo aohiewd whioh in turn would depend upon tho location of
tho chosen orientation points, fhla is truo because, except along
tha line through tho two prinoipal point*, tho Ions distortion will
oauso a varying amount of y-paraXlax* It this parallax is retaewA
al tho oriontation points » tho projected ineges will not haw too
true spatial relationship, and tho offeots of Ions distortion at
any given point in tha aodel as* ho exaggerated or disaiaii
-'"
5depending en the specific ease* On the other handy if the distortion
At the chosen orientation points which are not on the line connecting
the principal points happens to be sere fros both projectore, the
relative orientation will be true and the lens distortion sill have
full effect*
The values in Table VI sill be the aaxinuw possible ele-
vation error at any given point, that is the larger cf the two ale*
vation errors at that point will be the sexls*** This can be bast
ass*netrated by diagratsslng the relationship of true and distorted
rays at a point along the line eosneoting the principal points, as
is Figure 1*
As can be seen fros Figure If the mssiaun elevation error
scours when the elevation errors st a given point are equal which
is true along the line equidistant from both principal points, sad
there will be an error in the X direction whenever the elevation
errors are unequal, the ease thing occurs st points which are sot
equidistant fros both principal points or on lines through L. and
X*2 parallel to this line, except that yparallax is introduced*
This can be seen in Figure 3* Xs Figure 2, point a" is not actually
a point of intersection as the two rays psss through ths vertical
line through A-tf, t st diffsrent points* A*1 Is the point on both
lines at which there is no X or elevation separation and thus is
ths point which would be chosen is s stereo instrument ss ths true
point with only /-parallax present* Actually, the ray from t*^ is
is front of the ray fros; Lg, as Figure 1 is drawn* Ths range of











„ Distorted ray* of equal elevation error
Lietortad ray of unequal olevation error







» equally distorted positions
a." a2
* unequally distorted position*
a true projected iosgs
A* pro4eoted laage with equal distortions
A** projected isags with unequal distortions
dh* elevation error with equal distortions
dhw elevation error with unequal distortions










Qjoibols as used in figure 1
Figure 3
A* en raye fro* L^ and Lg* The exaot position would depend on the
relative orientation procedure* The point will be dieplaoed by dX"
whioh will be sere in the event of equal elevation errors Iron both
projectors, at at point A*«
There will be no X displacement of the iaa&e along a Xiao
equidistant fross both prlnoipal points or lines through L- and Lg
parallel to this line as the points along the equidistant line will
' r. - -' I :•••;-
so^tfl &MB&
have oeual distortion and thus equal elevation error at any given
point along it, and the projection froa either point parallel to
the y-ejcie will have no X displacement*
As oan be seen fro* Figures 1 and 2, the X displacement
will always be toward the projector having the lowest (algebrai-
cally) elevation error at the point in question. The magnitude
of the £ displacement is ooeputod as follows i
A drawing of a horizontal projection of the rays involved
onto a plane containing both camera axes is constructed.
Figure 5
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^^a-""** ^ " *a,^*X~*2^
X 2 j» 2 jL
^Pf «• mwpumiJB ii at ' J iyiwfi iffi » »' urnf(x^ "• X_ )
-o-' Hrt I M il III | II
X «• X
A plus alga la dX H iadloatoa alapXwotaofrt toward L2 «
Tao rang* of poaaifclo y diapXaoonottt* oaa bo shown by drawing *
















»A" • dX" (a* ahowa in Figure 3)
y. *x»
A"A2
* • dX" tan/? 2 m -~| A*Aj" « dX« taa^ •l
-*.
A"A, " • r~













a» a** *• a &n a*
total parallax ^"Ag"
- F(x ' W" 7"" " i(x -k "7
*l T! *1 *t
*1 *2 *2 *1
Tfjc' - x A ' ' (** ground eoale)
*1 *2
at paetc aoala py . 1*£W m ft - h)(x - x )
*1 *2
A plus alga Is py indioatee that Ag* la in a positive T direetioa
froe A."«
An exaaple using lena rauaber 25 aad aeaus&ng a 100 Ml
base length* with the point of detail 40 aft from station 1 aad
60 an froa station 2 along th© lino between principal peinta, la
presented. In the oaaa of points not on thla line* bear in mind
that true radial diatanoa froa tha principal point swat he used to





at » 40 a» x » 60 mm e. «* 1,3 a eg - 0,48 a
f - 153.80 an
py **** - 4§§^0|q ' $ %V ' """ , l ^ ' ' " '*" • as the point is along the




%f^ « ••!« m at natural soalo.
Tfca magnitude of the resultant elevation error can also be
computed using Figure 3 as a reference*
AS « e (resultant elevation error) » AB B$
AB • a2 IB
• sJ^oetOCg*





Using the axa»plo of Ions number 25t
a - 0.46 - *^P^ P4ff m o.6i m
The signs of x » x » y • y are aa measured in a photo
T. *2 T,
seals model (positive print) for the above derivations. The above
computational procedure® are applicable to all types of photography
anas the ourva of elevation errors due to distortion has bean de-
termined. Thus the elevation error and the X displacement caused
by lane distortion eaa be computed far any given point in the stereo









if the relative orientation has been collated so that a true
spatial modal has bean developed*
In tha afceve sxasrole, yrosoa>e that tha slevation variation
of tha tarrain la 10s£ of tha fly±m hoifiht above tha terrain*
Booausa tha values of a, and e~ are directly proportional to tha
flying heights, and o and dX" are directly proportional to first
order equations containing o. and e2 * the valuee will var^ 10£ of
the eosputed value, thusi
e
rt
0^1 b 0*75 to 0.B9 «
dX" 0,126 o 0.115 to 0.141 a
Therefore tho aooarsoy of elevation oonptttation would ho one part
In 50,000 of tho flying height, and tho aeouraoy of tho X ooordin-



































The probable error* of theae dotarasinationa of focal









;.i@t5E So. -o° 5° tf1 If* 2w° 23*
1 1 -2 1 13 36 76 126 173 172 9
2 -2 2 12 31 m 164 Ml •74
3 -1 1 10 30 H 96 119 81 •tas
4 -2 1 12 31 a 92 108 62 -12b
5 -2 2 16 34 70 107 140 113 - 63
6 -2 2 13 22 64 96 132 110 - SO
I
-2 2 12 34 65 96 115 70 -120
-2 2 14 34 ^ 100 130 100 -104
9 11 32 61 n 123 96 -120
10 -2 2 13 30 71 114 146 120
<•» ftpu -2 2 5 33 73 112 146 U6
12 -3 2 10 30 M 92 110 62 -150
13 2 9 2h 61 103 158 172 -10
14 -2 1 14 36 72 109 140 115 -82
15 -2 2 13 U 6T
100 U9 •9 -97
16 -1 10 50 74 M 34 -li4
U
10 30 56 «7 102 56 -153
-1 1 u 26 if 77 95 35 -It)
19 -1 1 13 30 B 94 121 63 -135
20 9 •1 10 H 57 97 119 77 -154
21 -3 2 12 Zb 49
s
77 11 -227
22 -4 3 10 n P 94 49 -161
23 -2 2 12 34 63 N 110 62 -14"
24 -1 1 8 36 8 ce 94 40 -174
25 6 || 42 60 €1 - 1 -220




2HD9fO$?X<& BHF2RB8S TO TES CALIBRAT!® FOCAI* L3JI0TB III HXCBOgS
hmmm Bo* C° 5° 10° 15° 20° (T - 35° •v. 45°
1 i -11 -IB •41 27 65 *e u -9£
1 - 6 - 7 - 2 12 44 8^ 127 m -127
3 -
1
1 10 30 s 9C U9 ei -4M
4 - 3 15 35 67
11
116 71 -116
- 6 - 6 4 M 49 108 75 -*4
•5 - 3 5 11 50 79 111 85 -uo
i
- 2 3 13 3^ 67 99 116 74 -U6
- 3 - 1 10 2', 57 91 120 67 -119
9 H 32 a 99 123 96 UN
10 -5 - 3 5 19 5$ 96 124 U -124
u -5 - 4 - 2 21 56 93 123 8 -123
12 • 1 6 15 :> n 149 126 (HI -126
13 -ao -13 -14 - 3 n 53 97 100 - 97
14 -5 -4 5 23 57 90 116 e? -116
15 • 3 10 29 a 93 no 79 -no
16 4 10 25 4? 77 107 126 82 -126
17 3
I
18 41 70 104 123 01 -123
IB 3 22 41 71 UN 123 u -123
19 3 15 33 62 99 12C 89 -127
20 1 2 15 35 66 109 133 94 -134
a 4 17 33 59 t$ 123 137 cs -139
22 10 21 44 71 103 122 S3 -122
23 6 12
J?
m 1 ac -125
24 3 9 20 52 %u 125 79
25 1 16 32 52 85 114 126 79 -126
0-2 2 12 31 96 120 84 -120
The valuas ©f the distortion are nattearod i& adoroue and
lndlttsta the dlaplaeement of the iamge from its distortion-free
position* A positive value ia&ieatee & diepl&ooRiont f*c* the
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ySRIFTISO TBB CtflfS OF TfX MfflUMlCHI CORRHCTIOS FLA'HB
The ttetro^cn ©orraoticm plat©a, aerials 49 «a* 5©t which
mrt nanufaotured for The Ohio State University by *ild lastruasnta
were used with grid toot platoa 377 and 37$ to detsnaias ths actual
&splaoo&ent caused by the correction plates* These observations
were raade in the $ild A? Autograph, using nonooular vision and ob-
serving each grid plate through sash oerreetion plate* The instru-
aeat adjustueats were nil ssroed except foe&l length* set at 12$ on,
and s, set at 300 sea* The Eaeasuresents are contained in Tables VIII
through XI* The numbering aystcta nsed is oonsistent for all asas-
urscents* The first nuaiber refers to rows parallel to the X axis*
starting on the I positive (upper) side of the plate* The ssormd
number refers to rows parallel to the 7 axis, starting at the X
negative (left) side of the plate* This average distance of the pro-
jection of each grid intersection from the center is tabulated in
Tables XII through XV*
These neasureneats were then compared with the true po-
sitions of the grid intersections. The distortions were then graph-
ically converted to radial and tangential distortion and tabulated
in Tables X¥X through XXX* Them the distortion figures wars reduced
to photo seals, averaged for each correction plate and tabulated in
Tables XX and XXX* Ths sign conventions used in Table XTI and sub-
seenently are positive away from canter in the case of radial, and
25
.
,s~ §M M MMMMNH KNPM Hi .:«'-:.,.? •• 5
26
positive clockwise ehen viewed fro© above 1a the case of tangential
distortion*
As is obvious from the tangential distortion figures* there
is apparently none 4€ rotation error in the alignment of the grid
plates in ths autograph* In order to eliminate any offset of this
error* the summation of the tangential distortions divided by the
radial distance from oonter was set equal to sero and oorreetlons
applied accordingly* The results of these computations appear in
Tables XXXI and XXXII* Plots of these values do not indicate any
systematic error except that the lower left half (as viewed froa
the top) is predominately negative and the upper right half is pre-*
oosdnately positive* *?he magnitudes of distortion within these
areas are oompletely raadosu fas positive and negative patterns
being similar indioatss a systematic error either in the autograph
optics or in the manufacturs of the oorreotion platee* There la
not sufficient information or specialised equipment available to
this writer to deterttiae which source caused the error*
The radial distortions contained In Tables XX and XXI are
plotted in relation to the curve provided Wild for the manufacture
of the oorreotion plates in Figures 10 and 11* As earn he seen* the
sans range of random errors is present in radial distortion as Is
present in tangential distortion, Sowever* the radial figures indi-
oate a displacement toward the lower right of approximately the
magnitude as Is evidenced by the tangential distortion*
If the above displaoeaent were compensated, the tangential
distortion fi^uree would show no definite pattern and the radial
Tinfi e*









distortion would approximate, within $10 taiorone, tho curves provided
for the oonstruotioa of the plates* The orrora restating sen bo






OEU> 377 FUfrB 49 1 C5BIB XmRSSCrXQS OOQRDISAfXS
Point X t Point 1 I




53 n 42 10
2 5579.43 1071 ,09 | 5579.39 1023.03
44 09 39 03
44 10 3: 03
43 11 yj 03
3 5531.41 1071.02 3 5531.39 1023.00
m 02 39 01
01 15 00
a 03 * 01
4 5463.41 1070.99 1 54B3.43 1023.00
41 <* 43 00
41 9S 43 01
42 or. 43 22.99
5 5435.46 1070.99 5 5435.49 1023.01
46 95 50 01
45 m 49 01
46 96 49 01
6 53&7.50 1070.96 6 5367.52 1023.03
% 91 52 0319 52 03
50 99 52 03
? 5339.54 1070.99 7 5339.55 1023.03
54 99 55 03
53 M 55 03
53 98 55 02
e 5^91.57 1071.01 i 5291.60 1023.02








60 03 03 (Xt
XO 5195.55 1071.11 10 5195.$ 1023*07
56 12 64 07
57 11 64 06
56 11 64 06
11 5147.42 1071.24 u 5147.56 1023.14
42 23 57 13
42 23 56 13















































































































Point X I JrOlft? X T
"7"*.i 5627.34 879.12 6-X 5627.32 831.15
* >* X3 32 16
* 34 X3 32 16
34 12 3X 16
2 5579.40 879.U 2 5579.38 831.15










47 X3 47 16
4 5433.53 679.15 4 5483.53 83X.X6
53 16 53 X7
53 U 54 X7
53 15 54 X7
5 5435.55 S79.16 5 5435.56 831.16
56 17 56 17
56 17 56 X6
55 17 57 X6
6 5387.53 879.19 6 5367*53 631.19
53 20 53 I52 n 53
53 20 53 SI
7 5339.51 679.19 7 5339.49 a.20
5X X9 ss, 2C
M 11 49 19
50 X9 49 20
• 5291.54 879.16 | 5291.52 831.17




9 5243.59 879*14 9 5243.58 631.18
59 X4 ji 18
59 X5 57 U
59 14 57 X8
10 5X95.67 679.13 10 5195. 6T 831.X9




83i.llXI 5X47.70 879.12 XX 5X47.70


















































































































































Point X t Foist X
<i»m i— i m i m W i n i iii i h i I——MM—mmmi mtm m iiimm i » i i n 1 1 1 1




































































































































MORIS 378 fUfS 49t ®X» XVPSSSaOfXGS COORDISAflS
Point X T Point X T
1-1 5©2».59 1060.01 2"1 5029.48 1011.91
39 02 48 *
59 01 X 9*
60 en 4: 91
2 4961*49 1059.91 2 4981.45 1011.84
49 91 44 14




3 4933.46 3 4933.46 1011.82
45 64 IB
~
44 C>5 45 ':?






47 m 50 *
47 61 50 SI
5 4837.52 1059.79 5 4837.56 1011.82



















60 to & 83
8 4693.63 1059.81 8 4693.66 1011.83
64 83 66 83
63 £2 65 14
63 82 65 rs












11 4549.48 1060.07 11 4349.62 1011.95
49 H a H
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5029.37 772.00 $-1 5029.3$ 724.04
,37 01 39 04
37 01 3" 05
36 00 39 05
4981.41 771.99 t 4981.40 724.04
41 n 41 05
41 72.00 40 05
41 M 41 05
4933.50 771.9$ 3 4933.46 724.03
50 * 48 03
50 ffl 46 03
50 97 48 03
4885.56 771.97 4 4885.54 724.00
5^ 97 54 01
56 97 §4 01
56 96 54 01
4637.59 771.95 5 4837.57 723.97
59 w 56 97
59 to 57 97





tf £ 5* 97
57 pi 56 97
4741.55 771.96 7 4741.56 724.00
55 96 57 00
54 97 57 00
54 96 57 00
im.j' 771.95 8 4693.59 724.01
*$ H 59 01
56 H 59 01
56 96 60 01
4645.62 771.96 f 4645.45 724.06
61 99 44 k
61 99 • 0!>
61 99 I 05
4597.69 772.01 10 4597.71 724.0S
>j 02 n :
70 01 71 81
i 01 n 07
4549.73 772.00 11 4549.71 724.06
73 01 72 07
72 01 71 05









?elat X T Point X T
9HL 5029*40 676.06 10-4 5029*4£ 628.08
«; ^
or 4B 01
40 oe 47 03
40 n 47
CM .0/2 4961.a 676.10 2 4981.44
40 10 44 m
40 10 43 09








4* 09 45 11
45 09 44 11
4 4685.50 676*09 4 4885*48 628.13
50 09 48 13
50 09 H 13
50 09 4e 12
5 4837-54 6? 6.05 5 4837.53 626.10
55 05 53 10
54 05 53 10
54 06 53 10
6 4769.5^ 676.05 6 4789*55 626.10
56 06 56 10
55 06 56 10
56 06 55 10





57 07 5E 13
a 4693.61 676.07 I 4693*62 628.11
61 07 61 11
61 07 61 11
61 07 62 11
9 4645.67 676.09 9 4645*66 628.11
67 09 65 U
67 09 63 11
a 09 65 12
10 4597.71 676.10 10 4597*66 £28.11
70 12 67 10
70 11 67 10
70 11 Gh 10
11 4549*69 676.06 11 4549*58 626.01
1 07 57 00
m 07 57 01



































































































































































































143.93 4-1 231.75 95.94
93 76 93
"79 93 76 93
79 93 76 92
163.79 ml 2 1B3.7€ 95.92
79 W^r n 92
79 se 79 sc
79 re n 92








95.9?87.90 143.93 4 87.92
y. 93 92 96
90 n 92
g90 93 9239.93 143.94 5 39.95 96.00
H 94 95 00
93 94 N 00
93 95 95 00
?99i.v.. 143.96 1 9991.95 96.02
96 n K M
95 96 95 01
K 96 95 01




97 96 '; 01
9626.01 143.94 $ WKMRf 95.97
01 93 96 97
01 N 9? 97
01 N 96 H
9648.07 143.91 9 fMC.04 95.96
06 91 03 :
06 91 03 96
06 91 03 n
9600.11 143.90 10 9600.10 95.93
11 90 93
11 90 m 93
10 90 10 92
9752.07 143.96 11 9752.U 95.93
07 95 10 :
07 95 U 93




• |feg| I T | Ktfll








n * 75 02
183.81 47.97 2 183.S1 0.01
SI 97 ei 01
81 96 to 01
61 96 n 02







87.97 46.02 4 lf#fl 0.03
97 01 97 04
97 01 97 03
M 01 5>T 03
39.96 46.02 5 40.01 0.01
98 02 01 01
M 02 01 01
96 02 00 01
9991.97 4c*g 6 9991.97 0.02
97 W W 02
96 05 9? 03
96 04 97 03





93 05 92 03
9^95-97 46.01 1 9695.95 0.02
96 00 N 01
97 01 g 02
97 00 95 01
9^48.03 47.9e 9 9646.01 Ml
^#« 99 01 01
02 25< 02 01
01 9l 01 01
9800.10 47.97 10 9600.07 0.01
09 98 u 02
10 ft oa 01
09 97 n 02
9752.13 47.96 11 9752.13 0.00
12 97 12 00
13 oc 11 en















































































































?©!«* I T Mil I T
9-i 231.80 9856.09 10-1 231.66 9808.04
fic 09 1 1 05
m 10 N 05
80 09 es 04
2 183.79 9656.12 2 183.82 9808.11
79 12 S3 U




3 985^13 3 135.83 9806,14
83 12
€3 13
|) 12 83 13
ftj 13 83 12




N 12 86 16
m 11 ft* 16
5 39.93 9856.08 5 39.90 9808.13
92 07 90 12
92 oe 8 1393 07 12
6 9991.94 9656.06 1 9991.94 9&)S .13
95 oe 93 12
94 * 93 13
94 61 93 12
7 9943.95 9656.ll 7 9943.96 9806.14
94 U 96 14
94 11 96 u
94 u 96 14
6 9695.99 9656.09 $ - ^.l.- 9808.12




9 9048.03 9856.13 9 • • • . . 9808.11
03 11 02 11
03 12 02 12
03 11 01 12
10 9600.08 9656.12 10 9800,01 9806.08
06 12 02 09
07 12 01 M
07 12 02 i
11 9752.05 9856.07 11 9751.94 9808*00
05 08 95 00
06 07 N 00

























































obis 37B plats 50, obis lanwomoi oooRsmTW
Point X T Point X T
1-4 5671.43 1016.29 2-1 5673.33 968.21
43 29 34 a
43 29 33 21
43 29 33 21
2 5625.35 1016.21 2 5*25.28 966.15
35 20 2:' 14
34 20 M 14
35 20 m 14
3 5577.32 1016.12 3 5577.30 968.14
33 13 31 13
32 13 31 13
32 14 30 13
4 5529.34 1016.10 5529.35 966.15
35 10 35 15
34 10 V 15
34 10 U 16
5 5461.39 1016.10 5 5481.39 96B.16
40 09 40 16
n 09 39 16
39 10 39
96D.1®6 5433.43 1016.12 1 ' ; . •
44 U 44 I43 11 5
43 12 T" | u




46 12 4£ 17
47 U 47 17
6 5337.52 1016.12 e 5337.51 966.16
51 13 52 16
51 13 51 15
51 12 51 15
9 52£9.53 1016.17 * $889.56 966.16
53 16 56 16
53 16 56 15
M 17 55 15
10 5241.50 1016.23 10 5241.56 966.19




11 5193.36 1016.^6 u 968.25
36 36 4f 24
36 37 46 24








56T3.26 920.19 4-1 -73.23 872.20
26 19 23 20
25 19 23 20
25 19 22 20
5625.26 920.17 2 5625.25 ?.21
26 17 26 a
25 16 25 20
26 17 26 21








31 16 33 23
5529.36 920.23 . 5529.39 672.29
gmm 23 39 28
37 22 40 IB
37 23 39 m
5481*42 920.24 5 54S1.42 872.30
41 24 43 18
42 25 43 31
41 24 42 31
5433.43 920.26 6 5433.43 872.33
43 26 43 11
43 26 44 33
42 26 43 33
53^5.46 920.26 I 5365.44 672.32
46 27 43 32
45 27 43 33
46 27 43 33
5337.49 920.24 * 5337.45 972.26







5*9.5 920.21 9 5269.51 872.26
55 n 51 26
55 a % 27
55 21 51 26
5241.60 920.20 10 5241.5* 872.24
60 19 5€ 24
59 20 3?: 24
59 20 57 24
5193.56 920.24 n 5193.60 672.22
57 23 59 23
56 23 19 23









5^73.23 824*24 6-1 5673.21 776.29
£: 24 22
22 23 21 m
22 M 22 28
5625 .28 824.25 2 5625.28 776.29
29 25 27 1
i 25 28 29
H 25 2r 30
5577.37 £24.27 3 5577.37 776*31
37 27 ;>•' 30
y 2C 1 29
37 27 37 31
5529.44 824.31 4 3529.44 776.32
44 31 44 32
45 31 • 32
44 31 43 33
5481.46 824.33 5 5481.46 776.31
46 32 47 31
46 32 47 31
46 33 47 31
5433.44 824.35 6 5433U6 776*32
43 35 45 32
44 35 45 32
44 35 45 32
5385.42 £24.36 7 5385.41 776*33
42 36 40 34
41 35 40 34
a 36 40 33
5337.44 824.32 • 5337.41 776*32
43 32 42 33
43 32 42 32
43 32 41 33
5&S9.50 824*30 9 $m.4% 776.32
50 30 41 33
49 30 n 33
4? 30 4C 33
5241.57 624.28 10 5241.56 776*33
57 29 55 33
57 2> 56 32
56 29 33
5193.59 824.26 n 5193.58 776.31
59 25 59 31
60 25 59 31











7-1 5673.20 72&.31 G-l 5673.23 66C.35
30 23 36
31 22
a 31 23 36
5625.24 728.31 2 5625.25 680.36
25 30 25 36
25 31 25 35
25 31 25 37
3 5577.34 72£.31 3 5577.32 660,36
31 32 36
31 32 35
34 30 32 37
5525.40 722.30 4 552S.3C 660,35
40 30 39 35
40 30 39 34
40 30 3f 35
5481.43 72e.29 5 5461*42 «0.32
44 27 42 31
45 M 42 31
44 H 42 32
5433.41 726.25 6 5433.42 «©.30
41 9 42 30
40 29 43 31
41 26 42 31
5385.37 728.30 f 5385*42 660.34
g
30 41 34
5337.40 726.31 I 5337.45 660.33
40 31 44 32
40 31 45 32
39 31 44 33
5289.47 728.34 9 52©9*50 6B0.36
47 33 50 36
33 36
34 40 36
10 5241.53 728.35 10 5241.56 #0.3&
54 34 56 >
54 34 55 30
54 35 53 38U 5193.56 728.31 11 5193*56 6&O.36
57 31 55 34
W 32 56 35






?«i»t X T Point X T










2 5625*23 632.39 2 5625*26 5&U37
24 39 29 37
23 20 26 37
24 39 29 37





2$ 41 ae 41
i 5529.34 632.40 4 5529*32 5*4.43
34 ifl* *r** a
34 40 32 43
34 41 32 44
5 54S1.39 632.37 $ 5461.35 5*4.41






6 5433*41 632.36 $ 5433.3£ 584*41








7 5365.42 632«40 f 5385.42 564.43
42 39 42 43
42 40 41 43
41 40 42 44










9 5289.50 632.41 t l^F^**T^'*T"*
50 41 m 40
50 41 m& 40
50 41 X 41
10 5241.54 632*41 10 5241*47 564*37
54 II 4 37
54 41 37
M 41 46 37
ii 5193.51 632*34 11 5193.41 564*»
51 34 41
51 s 41 26






































































-239*996 240.030 5-1 -239*810 47.940
2 -191*903 239.912 2 -191*862 47.930
3 -143*675 239*835 3 -143.940 47.945
4 - 95.882 239.805 4 - 96.000 47.970
5 - 47.926 239.800 5 - 48.015 47.982
6 ©035 239.802 6 0.002 48.012




9 143.940 9 143.940 47.958
10 19X.970 239.928 10 191.860 47.948U 240.110 24Q.05C 11 ".630 47.942
2-1
-239.890 191.918 6~i -239.788 - 0.026
2 -191 .£«0 191*845 2 -xn.85© - 0.030
3 -143.860 191.620 3 «443.93£ - 0.026
4 -95.900 191.615 4 - 96*005 - 0.018
5 - 47.962 191 .£25 5 -48.032 - 0.012
6 0.010 191.845 6
\
47.96© 191*842 7 48.040 0.012
















2 -3.91 •£ 30 2 -491*840 - 48*005
3 -143*870 143*865 3 -143.925 - 48.015
4 - 95.938 143.695 4 - 95.978
- 48.012
- 48.025
5 - 47.935 143.915 5 -48.052
6 0.002 143.935 6 0*006 -48.055
T 47.990 143.935 7 48.035 -48.030
6 95.948 143*900 6 96.020 - 48.040
9 143.900 143.&78 9 143*960 - 48.015
10 191 .&52 143.872 10 191*862 -47.995





2 -191 .£22 2 -191.830 -95.955
3 -143.900 95.902 3 -143.902 - 95.975

























95.920 9 143.932 - 95.958
10 95.908 10 191.868 - 95.938
11 239.862 95.90© 11 239.866 - 95.962
.a
52
Point g T Point I T
9~1 -239 .832 -143.935 11-1 -240.040 -240.106
2 -191,820 -143.906 ' 2 -191.920 -239.970
3 -143.1 -143.902 3 -&43.88C -£39.885
4 - 95.922 -043.910 4 - 95.902 -239.842
5 - 47.970 -143.946 5 - 47.935 -239.842
6 0.020 -143.950 1 0.035 -239.830
7 46,002 -043.92? 7 48 .010 -239.818
e 95.962 -143.930 8 95.9B5 -239.878
9 143.91* -143.90S 9 143.975 -239.900
10 191.870 —143*902 10 192.010 -239.962




4 - 96.905 -191.872










GRIP 3?8 HAM 49i» A?£UGS V128ABGW FROM QW$W. IS MM AT
mmsu scals
ftHttt X I Pais* g X
1-4 -240,012 240,012 5—1 -£39.805 47.938
2 -191.912 239.906 2 -191 .8^ 47.930
i
-u&etB 239*842 3 -143.935 47.940
~n&n 239.802 4 * 96*002 47.9^5
5 - 47.935 239.792 5 — 48.02© 47.960




8 95.94S 239.820 95.998 47*972
9 143.926 239.852 9 m*fJ0*r' jfj 47*962
10 191.970 239.945 10 191.855 47.958
11 240,096 240*032 u 239.828 47.958
£-1
-239.900 191.915 SHI 39.782 - 0,025
2 -191.856 191.&4? 2 -191.848 - 0.032
3 -143.675 191*622 3 -143.932 - 0,022
4 - 95.922 191.815 4 - 96.000 - 0,022
I
- 47.972 191.822 5 - 48*038 - 0.028
- 0.002 191.842 I
2
47.9^5 191.848 I 48*035 0,010
93.925 191.832 8 96.035 - 0,018
9 143.682 191.845 9 143.945 0,005
10 191.87® 191*885 IC 191*866 0,010




7-1 }9.782 - 47.995
2 -191.638 1 •4f&«§3® - 48*008
3 -143.800 143*855
143*898
3 -443.920 - 48*022
4 - 95.938 4 - 95.980 - 48,086
5 - 47.975 143.915 5 - 48.v - 48.052
6 - 0,003 143.922 6 0,010 -48.045
2
47.976 143.930 7 48.035 -48*038
95.948
143-866
143.905 1 96.022 - 48*042
9 143.885 9 143.968 -48,012
10 191MO 143.895 10 191.892 - 47.988
11 239.675 143.945 11 239*852 -47*995
4—
X
-239.815 95 .895 8-1 -£39 .810 -95.955
2 -191.825 95.880 2 •^191 .825 - 95*952
3 -143.695 95.905 3 -143*900 -95.970
4 -9%9&? 95.935 4 -95.960 -95*992
5 -47.998 95.945 5 - 47.985 - 96.030
6 95.970 6 0,020 - 96*038
I
48.008 95.975 7 48*012 - 96.000
95.978 95.945 ; 95*988 - 95*990
9 143.920 95.988 9 143.935 -95.948
10 191.852 95.912 10 191.870 — 95.922







































































































<mi.» 377 PLATS 50, ATOAOS SISTAS038 FEOU OOTSR IB M AT
MOPS. SQA&S
.
ii mmi i in*wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmMmmmmmmMmmmwmmmmwmmammmmm
Paint Point
1-1
-5*39.935 240.022 5-1 -239.990 47.950
2 -191 .690 239.920 2 -191.840 47.940
3 -ursm 239.846 1 -143.922 47.955
;.;
'
4 — 95.878 239.812 4 -95.996
5 -47.922 239.79© 5 - 46.012 48.045





95.962 239.822 96.002 47.960
9 239.905 9 143.950 47.950
10 191.985 239.972 10 191.885 47.950
n 240,122 240.065 11 239.852 47.936
2-1
-239.800 191.922 6-1 -239.775 - 0.005
2 -191. 191.858 2 -191.840 - 0.012
3 -143.S4B 191.635 3 -443.930 - 0.010
4 - 95.8S& 191.895 4 - 96.000 0.006
5 - 47.5MB6 191.848 5 - 48 .036 - 0.015





95*950 8 g&ftta - 0.010
9 143.906 191.838 9 143.95^ - 0.015
10 191.908 191.868 10 191.892 - 0.010
11 239.990 191.925 11 239.850 - 0.020
3-1 -239.822 143.905 7-1 -239.766 -47.968
2 -191.820 143.855 2 -191.320 - 47.952
i
-143.860 143.870 3 -143.910 - 48.012
- 95.930 143.906 4 -95.975 - 48.022
5 - 47*9^2 143.918 5 - 47.995 - 48.042





95.960 143.910 96.035 -48.032
* 143.906
191.662
143.885 9 143.975 - 48.005
10 143.875 10 191.900 -47.998
11 239.900 143.978 11 239.675 - 48.010
4-1 -239.786 95.995 8-1 -239.810 - 95.JM8
2 -191.615 95*895 2 -191.828 - 95*936
J
-143.660 95.925 3 -143.906 -95.948
-95.950 95*956 4 - 95.962 - 95.970
5 - 47.976 95.975 5 -47.996 - 96.016
6 0.020 95.990 6 0.002 - 96.02C
J
46.020 95.965 7 48.015
95.968
- 95.992
95.966 95.942 1 - 96.002
9 143.938 95.930 9 143.945 - 95.965
10 191.675 95*902 10 191.S82 - 95.952
















9-1 -239 .£30 -143.932 11-1 -240.042 -240.090
2 -191.622 -143.905 2 -191.991 -239.956
1 -043.858 -143.900 3 -143.890 -239.908
4 - 95.912 -143.906 4 - 95.908 -239.632
5 - 47.955 -143.950 I * 47.945 -239.S42





95.962 -143.930 95.988 -239*872
9 143.940 •143.906 9 143.972 -239.910
tfl 191^95 -143.905 10 192.002 -239.92$
H 239.920 -143.955 11 240.155 -340.152
lo-a -238.892 -191.960
2 -191 .855 -191.915
3 -143.360 -191 .895












ORIS 178 FLATS 50.
TABLS X?
1 ATOAQS SXSP4&08S FftOJC CMfTHR IS 101 ATmm scAis
Point X T Point X t
1-4
-239.97$ 239.970 5-1 -239.772 47.91S
2 -191*895 239.882 2 -191.830 47.930
3 —143.&70 239.810 3 -143.920 47.948
4 - 95.890 239.780 4 - 95.990 47.990
5 - 47.938 239.775 5 -48*008 48.005
6 0*020 239.795 6 0*020 48*030
7 47.936 239.795 7 .;. ,". > 48.032
• 95.940 239.805 8 pMHN 48*000
9 143.925 239.845 9 143.958 47.980
XO 191.9#> 239.912 10 191.885 47.965
11 240.092 240*045 11 239.860 47.935
2-1
-239.880 191.890 6-4 -239.762 - O.03S
2 -191.328 191.822 2 -3.91.625 - 0*030
3 -143.842 191.812 3 -143*922 - 0*018
4 - 96.892 191.632 4 — 95*985 0*002
5 -47.940 191*838 5 - 48*020 - 0.010
6 0.010 191.858 6
7 47.978 191*850 7 48*050 0*015
1 195.940 191.835 8 96*038 0*005
0*0089 143.895 191 .835 9 143.972
191.89810 191.900 191*865 10 0*008
11 239.975 191.9 11 239.8^5 - 0*010
>1 -239 .802 143.870 7-1 -239.755 - 48*012
2 -191.805 143*848 2
—143.888
- 48.012
3 -143.855 143*860 3 - 48*012
4 - 95.922 143.906 4 - 95.94C - 4£*02G
5 - 47.962 143.922 5 -47.988 - 48*040
6 0*025 143.940 1 0.045 — 48*035
7 47.995 143.948 7 48*075 - 4C.020
1 95.958 143.918 8 96.055 - 48*010
9 143.902 143.B90 9 143.980 - 47.985
10 191.658 143.S78 10 191.915 - 47.975
u 239.388 143.912 11 239.885 - 48*005
4-a -239.775 95*880 $-1 -239.775 - 95.965
2 -191.802 95.888 2 -191.806 - 95*960
3 —143.888 95.912 3 —143*868 - 95.960
4 - 95.940 95.962 4 - 95*935 - 95.972
5 - 47.972 95.965 5 - 47.9« - 96.005
1 0.020 96*008 6 0.030 - 96.015
7 48.020 96.005 7 48.035 - 95.*1
8 95.998 95.962 8 - 95.995
9 143.945 95*942 9 143*958 - 95.960
10 192.875 95.9» 10 191.898 - 95.940
11 239.860 95.908 11 239.898 - 95.972
M
?AB3*B XV—*Cofttlf&i«d
Point I Feint T
—I
-239*602 -143.962 U-i -240.005 -240*122
f -191 .7^2 -143.930 2 -191*902 -240.002
3 -143*630 -143.915 3 -443.£€e -239.930
4 -95/ -143.9l£ 4 - 95*692 -239*662
5 - 47.932 -143.952 5 - 47.91# -239.672






e -143.935 96*010 -239.695
-239 .9269 U3.95* -143.910 9 143.966
10 191*912 -143.910 M 192.020 -239.995
















GRID 37? PUf$ 49t MStCRTIGI XV MCHOHS Af MOPKL 3GALK
T'oiiit Badial !mg» Point 1 4idisl T«ttff* Point Radial 'f«ng»
1-1 20 23 5-1 -192 -02 9-1 -91 20
2 -iafr 18 2 -151 -35 2 -198 -36
3 —*205 22 3 -74 -33 3 -158 -19
4 «22*> 37 4 -13 -27 4 -118 -15
5 -210 30 5 m 2 -23 5 -59 -13
6 -192 35 6 12 2 6 - 50 -21
7 -ie$ 32
I
19 17 7 - 73 -26
6 -186 31 -13 25 8 - 80 - 6
9 -l£9 43 $ - 70 21 9 -123 -7
10 - 74 22 10 -148 11 10 -162
11 116 37 u -178 Wf 11 •411 12
-136 5 6-1 -212 Mff 10-1 -94 -56
2 -207 -U 2 ~l2 -30 2 -152 -395 -20$ 19 3 -26 3 -166 -38
4 -201 55 4 j -18 4 -157 HI
5 -178 - 6 5 - 32 -12 5 -107 - 3
6 -1^5 10 1 6 -105 -30
7 -158 19 7 tg -12 7 -135 -25
8 -176 13 8 — s 2 8 -116 -12
9 -125 15 9 - 45
-132
5 9 -127 -5
10 -164 6 10 10 10 -125 12
11 - 58 a 11 -168 10 11 4 4
3-1 -187 6 7-1 -199 -30 11-1 105 -4?
2 -219 - 1 2 -1^3 -44 2 - 73 -44
3 -188 -4 3 - 66 Hi 3 -156 -37
4 -122 - 7 4 — 8 -33 4 Hi) -33
5 - 75 7 5 || «i£ 5 -78 -39
6 - 65 2 £ 55 •» 6 -170 -35
7 - 65 11
I
46 7 -176 -44
1 -U2 12 36 27 I -116 -31
9 -15$ 15 9 11 26 9 -98 -30
10 -195 13 10 -115 24 10 j 1511 -141 IB 11 -146 35 11 -15
4*1 -219
-V 8—1 -188 -17
2 -812 -25 2 -172 -36
3 -137 -26 3 - 95 -34














-45 17 -12 6
9 - 59 30 9 -79 3
10 -75 g| 10 -146 26
11 -166 42 11 - 44 -24
Mi-
m08XD 3TB ?U¥1 49i sxsramo* i» ajonaits if kqmk, scale
Paint Radial ***«• Point Sadial Feint Radial Tan**
1-1 17 5—4 -203 -23 >4 -193 «| |
2 -127 12 2 -153 -35 2 ~a
-ft
3 -W . 3 - -j£ 3 -150 -26
i
-£23 26 4 - -33 4 -119 -17
-217 23 5 5 -3* 5 — 65 - 3
1 -205 ia 6 to -10 6 1
I
-196 14 7 * -7
I
- 67 -26
-i£7 IP 1 - 14 25 -75 —14
9 •44 14 9 -1 -12 9 -126
10 — 62 12 10 m*m 1^aL' 6 10 -164 -15
11 113 25 11 -477 6 11 -122 2
2-1
-15© -4 6-1 «4Q -25 10-1 - 96 -49
2 -204 -19 2 -15? -32 2 -162 -42
3 -217 -a 3 - 68 —22 3 -167 -40
4 -200 -13 4 «•£$ 4 "Aft -32











<4§3 e 35 18 -113 -u
* •495 -« 9 - -5 9 -132 -10
10 -168 -5 10 -432 -10 10 -132 -12
11 -59 17 11 4S u - 6 -10
3-4 -180 f 7-1 -216 -38 11-4 102 -44
2 -212 -13 2 -463 -46 2 - 83 -43
3 -187 -48 3 - 69 (KM 3 -144 -42
4 -105 5 4 -U -32 4 -484 -34
5 - 89 -4 5 32 -40 5 -171 -37
6 -78 -5 1 43 -10 6 -4?2 -35
J
-74 2 7 51 2 7 -175 fl
-108 9 8 80 8 -123 -38
9 -161 2 9 - 25 12 9 - 94 if
10 -190 -13 10 •407 15 10 - 8 -32
11 -136 •48 11 -419 24 11 212 -7
** -812 -26 8-1 -100 8
t —211 -30 2 -177 -36
3 -140 -20 3 -100 -30
4 - 72 -20 4 -34 -23
5 - 50 -23 5 20 -26
6 - 30 6 H -20
J
-20 18 7 f -11
-55 24 8 -16 2
9 -104 29 9 - *» c
10 -172 12 10 -3 -42
u -166 17 II -i - 3

(SOD 377 K*AT3£ 50
fABLE Xtflll
1 31STCKTICS It M2CKQXS AT 3CS3L SCALt
Mai fittditeX ?*:. . .At Jitlrt *anff« Iftl 1 ptltl I *-*.;.•
1—1 - 9 40 5-1 -215 - 1 9-1 —l60 -30
2 -132 36 2 -170 -20 2 -199 -32
3 -199* 35 3 -de -13 1«3 -171 -30
4 -223 42 4 «» § -10 4 -126 -22




/4 12 7 -72 -53
-ISO 31
-60
19 a - 68 -*4
| -107 e * 23 9 -107 -23
10 n -7 10 -124 21 10 -142 -13
11 132 40 11 -157 32 11 - 91 4
2-1 -142 14 6-1 -#25 • 5 10-1 ** 96 -52
J -£14 14 2 -160 -12 2 -I63 -43
3 -822 22 3 - 70 -10 3 -166 -50
4 -144 53 4 3 4 -171 -40
5 -165 33 5 M -15 5 -113 -44




41 - 5 7 -109 -37
-157 26 H 10 8 -9e -22
9 -172 40 9 -42 15 $ -100 -46
10 -145 42 10 -406 10 10 -74 -01
U - 55 52 11 •4.50 20 11 34 7
3-1 -200 10 7-1 -209 -30 li-i 94 -33
2 -231 - 7 2 -IPS 3 2 - 78 -30
3 -190 1 3 -40 3 -127 -53
4 -116 6 4 - 12 -30 4 -187 -14
3 -95 8 5
25 -34 5 -166 -24
i -65 6 go «*6 6 -165 -30
7 -14
I
•"46 7 -166 -46
6 -97 17 iS 12 1 -123 -36
9 "144 37 9 - 22 13 9 - 91 «fg
10 HUM 16 10 - 23 10 - 56 -46
u - 7! -33 11 -120 ^*f 11 217 - 3
4-1
-139 -47 6-*l -us ***C.J»
-220 -7 2 ~1 -S2
-140 5 3 -1' -e
4 - 6^ 6 4 - 4 « 6
5 - 32 9
1
u - 9
6 - 10 ao » - 2
7 - 5 25
J
•16
6 - 56 16 - 6 10
t - 90 14 9 -<& 2
-153 26 10 -126 10
11 -17S 30 11 -1 21
..'.*'*
TABLE Xtt
grid 378 naxn 50, motowiob xm ihcroijs at hobjbl icali
Point Ra4ial Tang. Point Fadlad Nn b Point Radial ?«&£•





2 -157 8 2 -182 -27 2 -216 -75
3 -229. 14 3 - 98 -34 3 -180 -60
4 -245 20 4 -13 -5 4 -130 -48
5 •232 16 5 9 -3 5 — 66 -50









9 -172 15 9 -46 9 - 97 -30
10 •8 24 10 •420 7 10 -124 -49U 20 11 -450 37 11 - 60 16
<»—
*
-163 U 6-1 -23& -36 10-1 -102 -66
2 -247 s 2 -175 -30 2 -170 -72
473 -244 14 3 -?8 —IS 3 -163
4 -498 21 4 -15 2 4 -153 -60
5 -171 3
I
20 -10 5 -112 -70
6 -142 10 6 -100 -32
? -150 15
2
N -15 7 -100 -60
a -174 20
-?'
- 5 1 — 80 -40
9 -196 15 9 -88 9 — 84 -29
10 -166 24 10 -102 -8 10 -80 -40
11 - 66 43 11 -435 10 11 m 12
jfi. -225 -10 7-4 -237 -60 11-4 90 -60
2 -242 -7 2 -495 -62 2 -59 -78
3 -202 4 3 -102 -46 3 -118 4|
4 •425 22 4 - 37 -41 4 -150 -46
5 -86 12 5 — 6 -42 5 -141 -45





9 7 -152 -60
a - 92 U |i -16 8 -93 ~4<'
9 -140 15 9 -24 -6 9 - 68 -26
10 -167 12 10 *• Wl -4 10 1 -19
11 -141 17 11 ^jhX-l* 26 11 237 -42
'-i**l. -253 —3? e-i -$22 -51
2 -226 -12 2 -48? -51
3 -141 17 3 -432 .40
4 - 6e 16 4 -72 -20
5 - 26 19 5 - 9 -30





- 26 26 49 -57
9 -77 lv. 9 -57 -10
10 -146 16 10 -117 -7









PUTS 49 , AY&UOS 3XSTCRTC0S X» HXCROSS A? PHOTO 30*2*
Point Radial Until Point Bft&Ul .« oint Radial Tang*
1—1 8 5 HI -84 -9 9-1 -59 - 1
2 -23 6 2 —64 -15 2 -83 -43
3 -64 * 9
I
-32 -15 3 —0$ — 9
4 -93 13 - 6 -13 4 -49 - 7
5 -69 11 5 1 -11 5 -26 — 3
6 -£4 11 6 5 • 2 6 —«6J - 3
7 -ao 10
I
9 2 7 -29 -U
8 -78 10 - 6 10 8 -32 -4
9 -74 12 9 -so 2 9 -52 — 2
10 -28 7 10 -62 5 10 —68 -3U 40 13 n -74 7 11 -49 3
2*1
-55 6-1 -90 -11 10-1 -40 -22
a -66 6 2 -63 -13 2 -17
3 -69 2 3 -27 -10 3 -69 -16
4 •44 9 4 1 - 8 4 -74 -13
5 -75 -5 5 1 -8 5 -45 - 6
6 -65 2 6 6 -43 -11
7 -65 5
J
16 -5 7 -54 -12
1 -75 4 -13 4 8 -48 - 6
9 -;i 3 9 -21 9 -54 ** 3
10 —t^ 10 -
r 10 -54
11 —24 8 11 -70 i 11 — 1
3-1 -76 2 7-1 -66 -14 11-1 43 •19
-ie2 -90 - 4 2 —'OO -19 2 -33
3 -78 -5 3 — ,'. -If 3 -63 -16
4 -47 4 -4 -14 4 -76 -14
5 -34 1 5 16 -a4 5 -52 -16




N 6 7 -73 -19
-46 4 15 11 e -50 -14
9 -66 3 9 1 1 9 -40 -12
10 -ao 10 -46 8 10 6 -4
u «S 11 -55 12 n 85 -5
4-1 -90 -9 8—1 -60 - 2
2 -38 -12 2 -73 -45
3 -58 -10 3 -41 -13
4 -30 - 7 4 -13 -10
5 -a -7 5 10 -10
6 -u 3 6 M -8
7 -6 9 7 3 - 6
a —21 9 8 — $ 2
9 -42 12 9 -34 -1
10 -51 16 10 -It 3
11 -70 12 11 -40 - 6
..'V'.,
TABUS XXX
FUfS $0,, ATOA3S SISTOBfI0U IB ttlC&OXS AT KSOPC SCALS
JPoint E«41al •i . Point ftmflinl Tuns* Point 8*41*1 Tang*
1—1 • ^ 10 5-1 -93 -10 -60 •M
2 -60 9 2 n -10 2 -67 -^2
3 5' 10 3 «i -8 3 -73 •4.9
4 13 4 -5 -3 4 -53 -45
5 -*3 11 5 - 6 4 5 -26 -16
6 -63 11 6 11 5 6 -24 -47
7 -73 11
J
17 3 7 —25 -23
1 -80 10 2 6 8 -21 -47
| -58 5 9 Hi 6 9 -43 -11
10 -4 4 10 -51 6 10 -41
-S5
u 45 13 11 _. 14 11 -32 4
*—i. -64 5 6-1 -97 -9 10-1 -41 -«5
2 -96 7 2 ~fO - 9 2 «# -«4
3 -97 6 3 -33 - 6 3 -70 -29
4 -71 15 4 - 3 2 4 -68 —21
5 -70 11 5 12 -5 5 -47 -:?•
6 -57 6 6 6 -42 -45
7 -a 9
I
19 -4 7 -f ; -20
8 -71 10 13 1 8 -37 -43
9 -77 It 9 -1$ 2 9 -38 -9
10 —65 14 10 -v 10 -32 -u
ll -*5 20 u -59 6 11 20 4
3-1 -69 7-1 -93 -49 11-4 38 —8SA
2 -99 -3 2 1 -12 2 -29 -233 -62 3 3 41 3 -51 -«4
4 -50 6 4 -10 -43 4 -70 -43
5 -91 11 5 4 -10 5 -64 -S
6 -26 9 6 X5 -3.5 6 41 -47
7 -14 3
I
31 -18 7 -66 -82
6 -39 6 tt - 1 6 -45 -47
9 -59 XX 9 -10 1 9 -33 -40
10 -7S 6 10 -39 4 10 -10 *^s»*U -50 -3 11 «j| 13 11 n -3
4-1 -82
-IS 8—1 --., •as
2 -93 — 4 t -77 -45
3 -59 5 3 -49 -10
4 -26 5 4 -25 -5
5 -12 6 5 1 -8
6 8 6 7 - 7
I
2 9 7 -11
-If 9 1 9 -10
9 -35 7 9 -*5 - 2
10 -(53 9 10 -51 1
11 -70 13 11 «n 7
*-•"
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TABL3 HOPE ?/IttJ xon
PLATS OCRRSOTHD 'SMJKJWIAL PUTS 50,
bwbmxoi a mmm ixmmei a mmsm
..-, 1 i Ml • Pt« Dint. n. Diet. '.-. Ci«t. Ft. ~i«t. n. »*«*«
1-1 12 S-l -4 N 5 M 16 5-1 9-1 -10
2 12 • 2 -11 2 - I 2 14 2 - 7 2 -l£
3 15 3 -12 3 -5 3 15 3 - 5 3 -15
4 18 4 -11 4 - 3 4 17 4 - 1 4 -02
5 16 5 -10 5 5 15 5 5 5 -13
6 16 6 -1 6 6 15 6 6 6 -14
7 15
2
3 7 -a 1 15 7 4 7 -«0
a 15 12 8 8 14 8 8 8 -14
9 18 9 5 9 2 9 10 9 9 9 -7
1© 13 10 9 10 2 10 9 10 9 io -a
11 20 u 12 li 9 11 19 11 II 11 9
1 '•»- * I $-1 - 6 10-1 -16 is—
A
10 6-1 -5 10—1
-IP
2 12 2 - 9 2 -11 2 12 2 • 6 2 -19
3 7 3 -7 3 -11 3 12 3 - 3 3 -«5
4 13 4 • 6 4 4 19 4 4 4 -17
5 - 1 5 -7 5 - 2 5 14 5 -4 5 -21





~i 7 12 7 - 3 7 -17
e 1 6 - 2 8 14 8 3 8 -9
9 6 9 3 9 2 9 15 9 5 9-5
10 6 10 4 10 6 10 19 10 3 10-6
11 14 11 7 11 5 11 25 U 10 U 9
>* I 7-1 «* 9 U~l «12 3-* 5 7-1 -15 11-4 —1£
2 1 2 -15 2 -12 2 1 2 — 9 2 -id
3 - 1 3 -15 3 -10 3 7 3 -15 3-49
4 4 4 -12 4 - 9 i 9 4 -13 4-9
5 4 5 -13 5 -11 5 14 5 -9 5 -U

















9 7 9 11 9 - 6 9 15 9 4 9-5
10 5 10 12 10 2 10 10 10 7 10 — 9U 6 11 17 11 2 u 2 11 17 U 3
M •4 M 3 4-1 -14 0-4 -11
2 -8 2 -U 2 -U
3 • € 3 - 9 3 c 3 -7
4 •» i] 4 - ? 4
2
4 -3
5 -5 5 0* & 5 5 - 6
6 5 6 - 6 6 10 6 -5
7 11
I
-4 7 11 7 -9
6 12 5 8 11 8 - 1
9 16 9 3 9 10 9 1
10 20 10 7 10 13 10 5




















aos&mivntm of otxmiMmt Mac* cmrss
Using the aetregon correction plat© ounrt, as specified
for construction, as the reference, tits ounres of elevation error
war* computed and tabulated in Table VII* Oain^ these values and
tfas aquations far pj9 dX" and a derived in Chapter II , values
were eoaputed for points In the rao&el sufficient to oonstruot
srror curves. Lena 13 is the worst of the 25 lenses in point of
flow of rssultant alevation errors arte, lens 16 the oast* Table
XOT oontalns these computations union ware done for the upper
naif of the model only due to the symmetry about the X axis*
Figures 12 through 20 are the constructed curves. These curve*
are computed on the basis of an assumed elevation of 4*000 meters
above the terrain just as all examples throughout the thesis have
In order to provide a sore realistic picture of the an-
ticipated errors 9 the elements of saathematieal relative orientation












Whores ^entities are in oentealsaal aiautas and an*
9 • paralla* at £ivea point in model
& • promoter to saodel dlatanee
?©late 3,4,5,6 are appro*!-
oetely 1 on frost the re-
epeotive upper and lower
edge* of th© photo*






h !* Sit Sl £i
-.037 .03? .03*? -.037 I
.0025 -.0025 -.008$ .0025











These olesaents wore ti*a tntro4uoed into the following
equation to eolve for the change V th« elevation error of
the right projector, oaueed bar relative orientation*
u
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As oan be gmi from the above table of elements of
orientation, mil II IIIWH ****** **2 sad dbs, are aero due to tb.
ejranet?/ of tbo parallax resultiri*; free the sodsl ooapoeed of two
vertioal photos* -?hs dba- sleasnt Is retained in the eos.wjtationa
even though ft could be oorreetsd to* in the absolute orientation*







The h /b part of the d£
g
eosffleient is a constant elevation
ohange* thus oould be oonpeasatsd in absolute orientation* and
4







The absolute orientation will be carried out using three points
ss near as possible to the points elroled in the above diagraft
in order to so^pensats in tbe absolute orientation f as near as
possible* for the error in d#2 brought about by parallax oaussd
by uncompensated distortion la the oaaera lens* Also this sohscte
of points will avoid oorreotiag for any error in dtu* osuaed by
distortion parallax, as oaa be seen froa the following diagram








The offoot of tha warping caused by a d^2 error can be seen in
Figures 27 through 29* ?he elevation errors along tfc« X-axis
fore * curve with * definite charge of slope as can b© eeen in a
diagram of the theoretical situation.
Idas representing result
of levelling in absolute
orientation to compensate
for dffg error.
As an indication of the effeet of the approximation of d#
2 in
absolute orientation, the magnitude of At the msxlnum point of
separation, is eemputsd for eaoh of the three lenses
t
A at ground seals Error as a fraction
13 0.742 1 15400
Ave. 0*0^0 1880000
18 0.064 1147*00
Keaeure&ent of oross-seatioa graphs through the X-axis ef figures
27 through 29 yields values of A greater than in the above table
but approximately equal to A plus the result of dbng at that point*
As ean be seen fron the above table of values, this approximation,
in all but the worst leasee, will net introduce errors anywhere
near the errors caused by the uneompensetod distortion* Honours'
sjsat of a cross-section through the Jtauds of Figaro 32, the eleva-
tion errors of the actual photography, yielded this curve with a







Tha oomputat ions of Ah appear in ?»We XXVI, ?he
of the resultant errors appear in figures 21 through 29« After
this falsa oriontatiou* which has destroyed the true spatial re*
letionshlp, the errors depleted in Figures 21 through 29 would
represent, approximately* what would be observed in models ferae*
with these lenses, except that the aodel formed with lens 13 would
require extensive adjustment to oorreot the large ejsount of
y-parallax present* The average lens is probably representative
of Meet metrogon lenses*
As a comparison of the data plotted in Figures 12 through
20 and figures 21 through 2?» the following table of mealmm errors
is presented* la whioh the errors are stated as fraotional parts of
the aircraft elovation
i




















The best elevation accuracy attainable would be approxi-
mately three halves that of a seeond order plotter and one half
that in a first order instrument* fhe relative accuracy of using
the above metrogon photography in a first order instrument to that
In a seeond order instrument would be approximately
Vl*52 * 32 t V1.52 + l2 or 1.88*1.
..
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Few oeaparlsen purposes, one stereo nodel was observed and
errors oenputed in Table XXVII. Tae curves of these errors ere
slotted ltt Figures 30 through 32, The photography was taken by
the tf. &• Coast and Geodetic Survey with a nstrogoa Isns oa&era
of fees! length 152*37 Ml at a stated altitude of 13750 feet over
the MsOlure, Ohio, photograametrio test area* The observations
were wads in the Wild Autograph A7« Helative orientation ess com-
pleted in the normal Manner using 6 points* Absolute orientation
teas completed using 3 points as previously disoussed to ainimlse
the effeot that a warped aodel, sensed hy ff or (O errors, would
have upon the absolute orientation*
Model soale was selected as lilO.OOO in order to provide
a desirable position of the modal in Z eolusm height* Model
••sling was perforaed using the following set of sanations
t
nS.* • So-» - SL«
*v • s©2* - s2*
4Sj. • So * - s.»
•as • observed distance at
BwVtoi soale
s» • given distanoe at
nodal seals
H
* - l/3(% / Ig / $3)
kM « hx - ohx
by » ojr - *>ye





Model levelling was complete© as follows
*
A^ - AH
3 / $g< AHg - AH3 )
Vp&n oorapletion of orientation, final obeervatione were made on
the above 3 point* and the following determined*
Aotual saodel scale i 1*9999 •!£.
notation of model necessary to align model with
given coordinate aystem* A • 1 42* 3296*
Upon oos^letion of observation of all given points in the aodel,
the observed quantities of X and 7 wars eorreoted using the fol-
lowing equations, in which m is the seals faotori
X' « oX ess A / «*y sin A











-0*05 -9.19 < . • I .
1.92 - 7.22 3.52
3.49 - 5.'- 2.00
-1.37 -10.51 5.83
1.05 - 8.09 \M
3.00 - 5.14 5.if
7.5£-2.53 -U.67
0.20 -8.94 8.0G
2.59 - 6.55 7.59
-£•!& -11.32 9.77









6.55 - 2.59 7.59
6.94 - 0.20 8.00
11«<? 2.53 7.58
6.14 - 3.00 5.19
8,09 - 1.05 Ml
10.51 1.37 5.83
5. £5 - 3.49 3.00
7.22 - 1.92 3.52
9.19 0.05 4«QQ
11.60 2.46 3.12






•l ®2 V*«l n M* fdX"/*. *c
<*) (a) w [w&mmm) w (a
•Mi -1.54 -1.30 - 5.9 0.065 -0.10 -1.44
-2.84 -2.6fc -0.16 - 6,0 -0.011 0.02 -2.70
-3.13 0.55 -3.68 -" * 0.747 -0.99 1.54
-3.13 -1.54 -1.59 -15.9 0.005 -0.01 -1.53
-3.13 -2.60 -0.45 -4.0 -0.044 0.09 -2.77
-3.13 -3.26 0.15 + ©•S 0.021 -0.06 -3.22
-3.2£ 0.55 -3.e3 -55«6 0.392 -0.57 1.12
-3.2£ -1.54 -1.74 -*5.7
-7.8
-0.105 C.20 -1.74
-3.28 —2 . 66 -0.60 -0.079 0.20 -2.88
«-2.ffl -0.09 -2.59 -49.1 0.544 -0.72 0.63
-2.68 0.55 -3.23 -64.6 -0.041 0.07 0.48
-2.66
—1.54 -1.14 -21.6 -0.136 0.32 -1.66
-1.54 0.19 -1.73 -42.3 0.304 •0.41 0.60
-1.54 -0.09 -1.45 -36.2 0.056 -0.09
-1.54 0.55 -2.09 -51./ -0.223 0.49 0.06
0.55 -0.09 0.64 19.0 0.060 -0.13 0.04
-0.09 0.55 -0.64 -19.0 -0.060 0.52 0.03
0.55 -1.54 51.7 0.223 -1.60 0.06
-0.09 -1.54 1.45 36.8 -©.056 -1.54
0.19 -1.54 1.73 42.3 -0.304 -2.14 0.60
-1.54 -2.68 1.14 21.6 0.136 -0.82 -1.86
0.55 -2.68 .23 64.6 0.041 -3.15 0.47
-0.09 «*8.68 2.59 49a -0.544 -3.31 0.63
-2.88-2.66 -3.26 fefll 7.6 0.079 -0.40
-1.54 -3.26 1.74 25.7 0.105 -1.54 •"1.74
0.55 -3.26 3.83 55.6 -0.392 -4.40 1.12
—3.26 -3.13 -0.15 — 0#8 -0.021 +0.09 -3.22
«i . -3.13 0.45 4.0 0.044 -0.35 -2.7£
-1.54 -3.13 1.59 15.9 -O.OO5 -1.60 -1.53
0.55 -3.13 3.66 26.7 -0.747 -4.6? 1.54
-2.66 -2.84 0.16 'S' 0.011 -0.13 -2.71









•l •2 V*2 w a t&X»/xm «A
(a) w (*) dUHMM w <> w
0,56 0.56 2.5 -C.028 0.04 -0.04
0.56 -0.20 0.76 2.9 »«0$4 -0.10 -0.10
0.33 0.33 2.6 -0.067 0.09 -0.09
0.33 0.33 3.3 -0.001
0.33 -0.20 0.53 4.7 0.052 -0.11 -0.09
0.33 -0.20 0.53 a.7 0.074 -0.21 0.01
-0.20 -0.20 - 2.9 0.020 -0.03 0.03
-0.20 -0,20 - 3.0 -0.012 0.02 -C.02
,20 -0.20 -0.20
-O.20 -0.15 -0.05 - 0*9 0.011 -0.01 -o.w
-0.20 .20 • 2.0 -0.003
-0.20 ,20 * 3.® -0,024 0.06 -0.06
-0.24 5.9 -0.042 0*06 -0.30
-0.15 0.15 -O.006 0.01 -0.16
-0.15 0.15 0.014 -0.03 -0.12
-0.15 -0.15 m 4*4 -0.014 0.12 -0.12
o
-0.15 -0.15 -3.7 0.006 0.16 -0.16
-0.24 -0.24 - 5.9 0.042 0.30 -0.30
-0.20 0.20 3.* 0*024 -0.14 -0.06
-0.20 0.20 2.0 0.003 -0.21 0.01
-«.15 -0.20 0.05 0.9 -^.011 -0.01 -0.13
-0.20 -0.20 -0.20
-0.20 0.20 3.0 0.012 -0*18 -0.02
-0.20 .20 2*9 -0.020 -0.22 0.02
-0.20 0.33 •^3.53 - 2.7 -0.074 0.33
-0.20 0.33 -%33 -4.7 -0.052 0.42 -O.09
0.33 -0.33 -3.3 0.001 0*32 0.01
0.33 -0.33 - 2.6 0.067 0*42 -0.09
-0.20 0.56 -0.76 - 2.9 -0.054 0.66 -0.10




•l •2 V*2 IV ax« ***"/% «o
H M <> (microns) (> <*) (a)
-0.54 -0.02 -0.52 -2.4 0.026 -0.04 0.02
-0.54 -0.55 0.01 0.001 -0.55
-0.56 0.27 -0.65 -6.6 0.173 -0.23 0.50
-0.5£ -0.02 -0.56 -5.6 0.002 -0.02
-0.58 -0.55 -0.03 - 0.3 -0.003 +0.01 -0.56
-0. -0.80 0.22 1.1 0.031 -0.06 -0.72
-0.80 0.27 -1.07 -15.6 0.110 -0.16 0.43
-0.80 -0.02 -0.76 -11.5 -0.047 +0.09 -0.11
-0.80 -0.55 -0.25 - 3.2 -0.033 +0.06 -0.63
-0.55 -0.12 -0.43 - 8.1 0.091 -0.12
-0.55 0.27 -0.82 -16.4 -0.010 40.02 0.24
-0.55 -0.02 -0.53 -10.1 -0.064 0.15 -0.17
-O.02 -0.32 0.30 7.3 -O.053 +0.07 -0.39
-0.02 -0.12 0.10 2.5 -0.004 +0.01 -0.13
-0.02 0.27 -0.29 — 4.7 -0.031 0.07 0.20
0.27 -0.12 0.39 11.6 0.036 -0.08 -0.04
•0.12 0.27 -0.39 -U.6 -O.036 +0.31 -0.04
0.27 -0.02 0.29 4.7 0.031 -0.22 0.20
-0.12 -0.02 -0.10 - 2.5 M4 +0.11 -0.13
-0.32 *6*6a -O.30 - 7.3 0.053 0.37 -0.39
-0.02 -0.55 0.53 10.1 O.O64 -0.36 -0.17
0.27 -0.55 0.82 1M 0.010 -0.77 0.22
-0.12 —0.55 0.43 8.1 -0.091 -0.55
-0.55 -C.B0 0.25 M 0.033 -0.17 -0.63
-0.02 -0.60 0.7? 11.5 ©•©47 -0.69 -0.11
0.27 -0.CS0 1.07 15.6 -O.U0 —1.23 0.43
-0.80 -0.5S -0.22 - 1.1 *0.031 +0.14 -0.72
-0.55 -0.56 0.03 0.3 0.003 -0.02 -0.56
-0.02
-O.Jt. 0.56 5.6 -0.002 -0.61 0.03
0.27 -o.5C 0.£$ -. * -0.173 -l.oe 0.50
-0.55 -0.54 -O.01 -0.001 +0.01 -0.55
-O.02 -0.54 0.52 M -0.026 -0.56 0.02
.
Y--' a rail ax In microns





Y- Parallax in microns
tereo model formed with Average Lens
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y- ^rallax in microns
3tereo rr.oael formed with Lens #18
Figure 14

X-airection errors in centimeters





X-aireution errors In centimeters





A-dlrection errors in centimeters
Stereo model formed with Lens #18
Flpure 17

Elevation errors in meters




F.levation errors in meters
Stereo model formed with Ave rare Lens
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elevation errors in -.etera




X U-b) 2*4 x - b
(~) (as) (at) M (aaa)
-9.ff -189.9 394.555 646.566 -2.0777
-lftJ.S 31^.929 570.940 -1.5621
-a. 60 -207.4 470.611 724.622 -2.2691
- 9.19 -183.3 367.606 621.619 -2.0055
- 7.22 -163.6 29*.£26 546.639 -a .7699
* 3>«65 -147.9 239.332 493.343 -1.6182
-10,51 -196., 422.455 376*466 -2.1499
• a.09 -172.3 324.603 578.6U -1.8651
- 6.14 -152.6 255.451 509.462 -1.6?l£
-11.67 —208.1 473.802 727.613 -2.2766
.
-160.6 357.640 611. 651 -1.9761
- 6.55 -456.9 269.335 523.346 -1.7166
-11.32 -204.6 457.997 712.006 -2.23E5
- 9.70 -108.4 388.349 642.360 -£.0613
- 7.00 -161.4 285.016 539.027 -1.7659
-7.36 -165.0 297.875 551.686 -1.6053
-1.78 -109.2 130.461 364.472 -1.1947
-2.14 -112.8 139.206 3?3.»7 -1.2341
O.56 - 85.8 80.540 334.551 -0.9367
2.18 - 69.6 53.000 307.011 -0.7&5
-2.59 -117.3 150.543 404.554 -1.2634
-0.20 - 93.4 95.445 349.456 -1.0219
2.53 - 66.1 45.429 300.440 -0.701&
-3.00 -121.4 1&.243 415*254 -1.3282
-1.05 -101.9 113.608 3S7.&9 -1.1149
1.37 - 77.7 66.053 320.064 -O.65OI
-3.49 -126.3 174.521 42P.532 -1.3618
-1.92 -110.6 133.637 367.846 -1.2101
0.05 - 90.9 90.400 344.411 -0.9945
2.46 • 66.6 48.624 302.835 -0.7309
-1.26
—104.0 ll£. 342 372.353 -1.1379












•?.one 13 ATO.Lea* I*ns 18 l>ma 13 Ave^wui Una 18
«3
db
f»1 (m) *h *h
*2
-If* .00 1.22 2.05 16*46 -1.24 -2.05
-15.80 1.07 1. 13.12 -1.62 -2.00
-20.19 tf.37 2.30 19.64 -1.10 -2.30
-17.23 1.17 1.96 15.69 -1.19 -a.96
-15.12 1.02 1.72 12.44 -1.57 -1.92
-13.64
-IS .80
0.92 1.55 10.36 -1.72 -1.75
1.27 2.14 16.25 -1.00 -2.14
-16.02 1.08 1.62 14.4$ —1.10 -1.82
-14.08 0.95 1.60 11.40 -1.50 -1.80






-14.46 1.65 12.92 -1.00 -1.65
-19.82 1.34 2.26 19.63 —1.66 -2.50
-17.82 1.21 2.03 1T.73 -1.33 -2.18
-14.90 1.01 1.70 14.35 -0.74 -1.70
-15.26 1.03 1.74 15.17 -1.15 -1.89
.72 0.73 1.22 10.17 -0.46 -1.22
-10.95 0.74 1.25 9.41 -0.76 -1,25
-1.08•9.48 0.64 1.08 7.94 -0.66
- a.85 0.60 1.01 7.31 -0.62 -1.01
-11.25 0.76 1 *5kP 8.57 -1.15 -1.48
— 9*64 0.67 1.12 7.16 -1.22 -1.32
- 8.72 0.59 0.99 6.04 -1.14 -1.19
-11.53 0.78 1.31 ^ -1.58 -O.96
-10.30 0.70 1.17 1M -1.50 -1.37




-10.81 0.73 1.23 -1.31 -0.90
- 9.72 0.67 1.11 6.59 -1.25 -0.78
- 6.76 0.59 1.00 5.63 -1.17 -o.£?
-10.41 0.71 1.19 U57 -1.25 -0.63
• 9.42 0.73 1.07 u.58 -1.27 -0.51
:'













3.00 - 6.14 5.19
-2.53 -11.67 7.5£
0.20 - 8.94 S.00
2.59 - 6,55 7.59
-2.18 -11.32 9.77
-o»5$ - 9.70 9.99
2.14 - 7.00 .'
1.78 -7.36 U^5





c.S4 - 0.20 0.00
11.67 2.53 7.5C
5.14 - 3.00 5.19
£.09 - 1.05 5.90
10.51 1.37 5.^3

















—c #0^ 16.46 -19.30 -87.8 0.961 -1.50 17.9*
-2.64 13.12 -15.96 - 60.2 -1.126 2.20 10.92
-3.13 19*64 -22.77 -177.6 4.624 -6.13 25.77
-3.13 15.69 -1C.C2 -188.2 0.062 -0.10 15.79
-3.13 12.44 -15.57 -137.1 -1.536 3.27 9.17
-3*13 10.36 -13.49 - 67.5 -4.893 5.15 5.a
-3.2£ 18.25 -21.53 -313.8 2.206 -3.23 a.48
-3.26 14.46 -17.76 -2&.9 -1.074 2.04 12.44
-3.28 11.40 -14.6& -190.5 -1.924 4.62 • ..
-2.66 20.19 -22.87 -433. 4.805 -1.53 a.72
-2.66 16.39 -19.07 -381.4 -0.243 0.42 15.97
-2.66 12.92 -15.60 -296.0 -1.883 4.42 8.50
-1.54 19.63 -a .17 -517.1 3.718 -5.05 24.66
-1.54 17.73 -19.27 -481.3 0.745 -1.18 18.91
-1.54 14.35 -15.89 -392.9 -1.694 3.72 10.63
0.55 15.17 -15.72 —465.7 -1.465 3.06 12.11
-0.09 10.17 -10.26 -303.9 -0.956 8.26 1.91
0.55 9.41 -8.66 -219.1 -0.944 6.78 2.63
-0.09 7.94 -8.03 -200.5 0.310 8.51 -0.57
0.19 7.31 - 7.12 -173.9 1.250 6.62 -1.51
-l.M 8.57 -10.11 -191.8 -1.220 7.24 1.33
0.55 7.16 - 6.& -132.2 -0.064 6.46 0.70
-O.09
-2.6E
6.04 - 6.13 -116.2 1.206 7.83 -1.79
6.25 -10.93 -141*8 -1.433 7.34 0.91
-1.54 7.02 — 8.56 -126.3 -0.517 7.57 -0.55
0.55 5.86 - 5.31 - 77.4 0.544 6.11 -0.25
-3.28 8.75 -12.03 - 60.2 -1.6B6 7.44 1.31
-2.68 7.68 -10.36 - 91.2
-81.3
«1.022 6.18 -0.50
-1.54 6.59 -8.13 0.027 8.30 -1.71
0.55 5.«3 - 5.08 - 39.6 1.032 6.45 -0.82
—
r.'» 00 7.57 -10.25 - 38.7 -0.724 8.83 -1.26
-1.54 6.56 - 8.12 - 36.9 0.404 8.75 -2.17
•








^-•g wr «*" t$x«/x •*
(a) () (a) (ademm*) (a) (*n; (a)
0.56 -2.05 2.61 11.9 -0.130 0.20 -2.25
0.56 -2.00 2.56 9.? 0.X81 -0.35 -I.65
0.33 -2.30 2.63 20.5 -0.534 0.71 -3.01
0.33 -1.96 2.29 22.9 4 . ''/' 0.01 -1.97
0.33 -1.92 2.15
2.08
I8.9 0.212 -0.45 -1.47
0.33 -1.75 10.4 0.292 -0.79 -O.96
0.20 -2.14 2.34 34.1 -O.240 0.35 -2.49
0.20 -1.62 2*02 29.8 0.122 -0.23 -1.59
0.20 -1.60 2.00 26.0 0.262 -0.66 -1.14
0.20 -2.46 2.66 50.4 -0.559 0.74 -3.20
0.20 -1.93 2.13 42.6 0.027 -0.05 -1.88
0.20 -1.65 1.65 35.1 -0.52 -1.13
-2.50 2.50 61.1 -£.439 0.60 -3.10
-2.1C 2.16 54.4 -0.CC4 0.13 -2.31
-1.70 1.70 42.0 0.184 -0.40 -1.30
-1.69 1.89 56.0 0.176 -0.37 -1.52
-0.15 -1.22 1.07 31.7 0.100 -0.66 -0.36
-I.25 1.25 30.9 .133 -0.95 -0.30
-0.15 -1.0C 0.93 23.2 -0.036 -0.99 -0.09
-0.24 -1.01 0.77 iC.t -0.135 -0.95 -O.06
© -1.48 1.46 28.1 0.179 -1.06 -0.42
-1.32 1.32 H.4 0.017 -1.31 -0.01
-0.15 -1.1$ 1.04 19.7 -0.219 -1.33 0.14
-0.2C- -0.9£ 0.7$ 10.1 0.102 *0.52 -0.46
-1.37 1.37 20.2 O.0C3 -1.21 -0.16
-1.24 1.24 18.1 -0.127 -1.42 0.1£
-0.20 -1.02 0.82 4.1 0.115 -0.51 -0.51
-0.20 -43.90 0.70 6.2 0.069 -0.55 -0.35
-0.7S 0.78 7.8 -0.003 -O.92 0.14
-0.67 O.S? 5.2 -0.136 -0. 0.
-0.3D -O.63 0. 1.6 0.030 -0.37 -0.
-0.51 0.51 2.3 -0.001 -0.02 -0.49
.




(a) UO W (s&arcaa) (s) [] (m)
-0.54 -1.24 0.70 3.2 -O.035 0.05 -1.29
-0.54 -1.62 l.OC 4.1 .076 -0.15 -1.47
-0.5£ -1.10 0.52 4.1 -0.106 0.14 -1.24
. -1.19 0.61 u -0.002 -1.19
-0.5t -1.57 0.29 8.7 0.096 -0.21 -1.36
-0.
-4.72 1.14 5.7 0.X60 -0.43 -1.29
•od -1.00 0.20 2.9 •O.021 0.03 -1.03
-o.eo -1.10 0.30 4.4 0.018 -0.03 -1.07
-0.80 -1.50 0.70 9.X 0.092 -0.23 -1.27
-o.55 -1.49 0.94 X'. •O.X9B 0.2o -X.75
-0.55 -0.6$ 0.33 6.6 0.004 -0.01 -0.87
-0.55 -1.00 0.45 6.5 0*054
-0.289
-0.13 -0.87
-0.02 -1.66 1.64 40.1 0.39 -2.05
-0.02 -1.33 1.31 32.7 -0.05X 0.0& -X.41
-0.02 -0.74 0.72 17 .e 0.078 -0.17 -0.57
-0.670.27 -1.15 1.42 42.1 0.X33 -0.26
-0.X2 -0.46 0.34 10.1 0.032 -0.28 -0.18
0.27 -0.76 1.03 25.5 0.110 -0.79 0.03
—0.12 -0.66 0.54 13.5 -0.021 -0.56 -0.0€
-0.32 -0.62 0.30 7.3 -0.053 -0.37 -0.25
-0.02 -1.15 1.13 21.4 0.137 -0.81 -0.31
0.27 -1.22 1.49 29.6 0.019 -1.46 0.24
-0.12
-1.X4 1.02 19.3 -0.215 -1.30 0.16
-0.55 -1.58 1.03 13.4 0.135 -0.69 -O.89
-0.02 -1.50 1.4C 21 .8 0.090 -1.32 -0.1B
0.27 -1.42 1.69 24.6 -0.174 -1.95 0.53
-0.80 -1.36 0.56 2.9 ',,••'2 -0.36 -1.02
-0.55 -1.31 0.76 M 0.075 -0.60 -0.71
-0.02
-a.25 1.23 12.3 -O.004 -1.23 -0.02
0.27 -1.17 1.44 11.2 -0.293 -1.83 0.66
-0.55 -1.25 0.70 2.6 0.050 -0.61 -0.64


















a- direction errors in meters
i.ouel xp orrned with le-.s 13
Figure 24

a-direction errors In centimeters




A-dlrection errors in centimeters





elevation errors in meters




-levation errors in .eters
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MMJ 1,243.66 685*1 40,802.49 25,243.77
727.62 l»2f 2.13 685*1 42,064.63 23,872.05
661.60 1*263*16 693.1 42,096.43 22,362.21
646.63 1*260.13 688.3 41,999.02 21,221.46
650,02 1,240.74 40,706.69 21,326.12
•rr.32 1,279.12 686.1 41,965*68 19,925.20
5t}*0Q 1,277.16 662.8 41,901*58 17,224.41
464*26 1,276.47 684*3 4! ,£78 .94 15,887.80
610.23 1,196.90 687.7 39,333.99 20,020.67
609*75 1,158.27 669*5 #,000.99 20,004.92
489.37 1,116.75 674.2 36,638.78 16,055.45
526.84 1,115.10 695.3 36,584*65 17,350.39
.a m ?i 1,116.03 694.5 36,«L5*16 1C, 667.32
610.77 1,117.10 694,3 36,650*26 20,038.39
610.52 1,068.17 697.2 35,044.95 20,030.18
613.19 1,037.23 695.7 34,029.86 20,117*78
645*50 1,120.06 689.3 36,748.03 21,177.82
690.60 1,117.82 686.4 36,673*89 22,657.48
731.11 1,120.60 686.7 36,7 ^5*09 23,986.55
774.3C 1,124.12 684*2 36,880*58 25,406.17
£11.58 1,122.16 fl§*1 36,816.27 26,626.64
773.90 1,000.33 6B6.3 32,819.23 25,390.42
615.72 961.60 681.5 31,555.12 26,762.4?
776.Sc 959*03 66 6.8 31,464.24 25,485.57
730*07 959.97 584.5 31,495.08 23.952*43
695.00 959*15 6B5.3 31,468.18 22,801.64
653.& 997.54 690.5 32,727.69 21,445.54




699*12 795.45 26,097*44 22,937.01




ObMrwd at iiven Origin
B M
<3b—i-rad at Liooal Origin
B S
1,593,304.95 * 604,246.30 -5,385.63 5,353.02
1,593,332.16 602,665.40 -5,356.60 3,972.12
1,594.636.32 602,959.23 -4,054.46 4,065.95
1,593,374.16 601,567.51 -5,316.60 2,694.23
1,593,340.36 000,077.67 -5,350.40 1,164.39
1,593,439.79 592,93*1.92 ''••• 43.64
1,594,732.12 599,041.56 -3,956.66 146.30
1,593,472.93 597,640.66 -5,217.65 -1,252.62
1,593,537.23 594,939.67 -5,153.55 -3,953.41
1,593,559.67 593(603.26 -5,130.91 -5,290.02
1,596,104.82 597,736.13 -2,585.96 -1,157.15
1,597,437.62 597,720. -1,252.96 -1,172.90
1,596,600.03 593,770.91 109.25 -5,122.37
1,596,854.1^ 595,065.65 163.36 -3,627.43





i, 601,406.95 597,633.24 18.17 -1,060.04
1,596,690.76 596,693.26
1,598,764.92 600,372.94 74.14 1,479.66
1,596,673.72 601,702,01 - 17.06 2,806.73
1,596,556.23 603,121.63 - 132.55 4,228.35
1,596, 620.54 604,342.10 - 70.24 5,44£.€2
1,602,619*53 603,105.68 3,926.80 4,212.60
1,603,663.69 604,477.93 5,192.91 5,564.65
1,603,974.57 603,201.03 £3.79 4,307.75
1,603,943.73 601,667.69 5,252.95 2,774.61
1,603,970.63 600,517.30 5,279.65 1,624.02
1,602,711.12 599,161.00 4,020.34 267.72
1,604,152.39 595,950.37 5 ,461. 61 -2,942.91
1,604,130.41 594,357.65 5,439.63 -4,535.43
1,609,341.37 600,652.47 10,650.59 1,759.19
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^irectio.- errors in feet 1, ure 31

112
.levatJ . jrs i re ^?

ccmwsiom
ABWGlng that the lens used ia the photography measured
is ooaparabl|j to the average lane computed, a comparison of errors
can ha made, inasmuch as the elevation, 13»750't is approximately
equfci to the 4 #000 ts elevation assu&sd for other computations.
As is obvious from the difference in magnitude and pat-
tern of error, the lack oX a true spatial model prevents any
meaningful comparison* With the exception of comer points, the
elevation errore ©stained were relatively eloae to being within
the '"urtwftw computed for the average lens* however the range of
errors ems greater than computed for the average lens* 'The
X-direotioa errors bore no resemblance to the computed graphs ia
either pattern or magnitude* ?fee T-direotion errors cannot he
computed* as previously discussed* due to the lack of ability to
predict just where along the line between the two images, as
separated by parallax, the point would be chosen* ?he magnitude
of Indirection errors, measured ia the actual photography, la
considerably less than the X-direetion and elevation errors
aeasured* The maximum predominant error ia all coordinates was
approximately $ feet, which would put the accuracy at one part
ia 2,750 parts of elevation above the terrain* Thie aoeuraoy
would only be acceptable for most sapping requirements if flown





sufficient gsodetie control or "by hijh Altitude normal angle
photography.
Without th© ability to obtain a true spatial sjodel in
the stereo plotter , the relatively high aoouraoy ae ooaputed
for the X values of the average lens will not be achieved* Any
tendency to warp the model to eliminate the parallax oaused by
lens distortion will tend to decrease the X coordinate accuracy*
The elevation aoouraoy is also adversely affected by this warping
sat not to the seas extent* the plus to minus range of errors is
increased considerably but absolute errors are not Increased too
greatly* The Y-direotion errors which would be obtained with *
true spatial model would probably not be too great but eatmet bo
predicted due to the range of possibilities of Y~positions due
to parallax* The wax* grata of 15 Morons parallax ooaputed for the
average lens would create a maximum Indirection error of epprexi*-
mately one part in 10*000 of elevation above terrain* Thus to
map with the above photographs taken at 13,000 feet above the
terrain, the maximum sapping scale which could be used with
ping aoouraoy of 0*2 an would be 1« 6,000*
Thus fBStrogon photography is suitable for low altitude
napping with the altitude determined by the snapping accuracy
cuired, but is not suitable for say control extension work* The
only case in which aotregon photography would be suitable would be
In case the distortion curve of the lens used was sufficiently
olose to the metregen correction plates to be used to bring un-
eeapensated errors throughout the model area to less than 10 microns*
ut
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An investigation into the accuracy of me
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